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                                              APEEJAY  SCHOOL   SAKET 

                                         FIRST TERM  EXAMINATION  (2018-19) 

                                         BUSINESS STUDIES (Code No : 054)  

                                                              CLASS  XII 

Duration: 3 Hours                                                                                                 Max Mks: 80 

General Instructions: 

1.All questions are compulsory. 

2.Answer questions in a serial order. 

3.Draw flowcharts and diagrams wherever necessary to validate your answer. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Q 1.Parineeta went to a shopkeeper to buy hair oil. The shopkeeper forced her to buy a particular 

brand of hair oil out of various available brands, irrespective of the willingness of Parineeta. State which 

right of Parineeta has been violated.                                                        1 

Q 2.A company has arranged Yoga and meditation classes for its employees to improve their 

concentration level. Which objective is the company  trying to achieve?                                      1 

Q 3.Explain with an example why is the understanding of ‘Marketing Management Philosophies’ 

 important ?                                                                                                                                    1 

Q 4. ‘Planned outlay and the relative role of private and public sectors in the economy’  forms part of 

which dimension of business environment?                                                                       1 

Q 5.’In an organization, targets are met according to plans, employees are happy and satisfied and there 

is orderliness instead of chaos.’ Which characteristic of management is highlighted by this statement?                                                                                                                              

1 

Q 6.Why is it said that business environment is a ‘relative concept’ ?                                          1 

Q 7. State the two dimensions of  ‘management of people’  which forms part of  multi-dimensional 

aspect of management.                                                                                             1 

Q 8. Name the level of management involved in: 

   a)Overseeing the activities of workers to maintain the quality of output 

   b)Implementing and controlling plans and strategies developed by top management               1 
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Q 9. a) ‘To see whether plans are being implemented and activities are performed according to 

schedule’   is a step of planning process. Identify the step.                                                          1 

    b) Sporty Cycles Ltd.  was in the business of manufacturing racing cycles and had a monopoly in the  

market. The business was doing very well and the company was consistently meeting its objectives of 

10%  increase in sales every year. Encouraged by the good track record, the Managing Director of the 

company kept an ambitious target of  15%   increase in sales for the next year. The same year, two 

competitors also entered the market and because of this, the company was not able to meet its sales 

target. 

Identify and explain the limitation of planning from the above paragraph because of which the company 

was not able to achieve its target.                                                                                 2 

Q 10.a) Name the type of plan which is a statement of expected results expressed in numerical terms 

and  which quantifies future facts and figures.                                                                    1 

    b) Differentiate between Policy and Procedures.                                                                      2 

Q 11. Refreshing Cola Ltd is a reputed company marketing soft drinks. It was a leading company in the 

market and earned huge profits. One day, while testing conducted by Government accredited 

laboratories, pesticides were found in one of the samples. Due to this, the reputation of the company 

started suffering and the top level management of the company became concerned. They decided to hire 

Salman Khan as the brand ambassador for their product. Lucrative advertisements were shown on 

television to promote and protect its favourable image in the eyes of the general public. 

a) Identify and define the promotional tool used by the marketer in the above case 

to improve its image.                                                                                                         1 

b) Explain any two points of role of promotional tool used by the marketer in the above case.                                                                                                                                  

2 

Q 12. Who is termed as a ‘consumer’ as per the provisions of Consumer Protection  

Act 1986?                                                                                                                                      3  

Q 13. Rishika was a student of Business Studies of Class XII. Her father was a farmer who grew different 

varieties of rice and was well-versed about various aspects of rice cultivation. He was also selected by 

the Government for a pilot-project on rice cultivation. As a project work in Business Studies, she 

decided to study the feasibility of marketing good quality rice at a reasonable price. Her father suggested 

her to use internet to gather customers’  views and opinions. 

She found that there was a huge demand for packaged organic rice. She knew that there were no pre-

determined specifications in case of rice because of which it would be difficult to achieve uniformity in 

the output. To differentiate the product from its competitors, she gave it the name of ‘Malabari Organic 

Rice’ and classified it into three different varieties namely – Popular, Classic and Supreme, based on the 

quality. She felt that these names would help her in product differentiation. 
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Identify and explain the three functions of marketing with reference to the above paragraph.    3  

Q 14. In 2015, Naveen left his luxurious life in Mumbai, where he worked as a manager for Blue Birds 

Ltd. He shifted to Begumpur, Chhattisgarh to fulfil his grandmother’s dream of converting their 25-acre 

ancestral land into a fertile farm. For this he set out specific goals along with the activities to be 

performed to achieve the goals. 

Every activity was a challenge since he was clueless about farming. He learnt every activity from filling 

the land to sowing the seeds. To aid farmers, he launched his own company  ‘Innovative Agriculture 

Solutions Pvt Ltd.’ 

It was difficult initially as no one trusted an urban youth telling farmers about farming. But when 

everything was discussed in detail, the farmers started taking interest. He wanted to ensure that the 

future events meet effectively the best interests of the company. Through sales forecasting, he prepared 

an annual plan for production and sales. 

He also found that the farmers grew only paddy, which was an activity of 3-4 months and the land 

remained idle for the rest 8-9 months of the year. He not only identified but evaluated various 

alternatives through which the farms could be utilized for the remaining months of the year. Through 

correct foresight and logical and systematic thinking based on analysis of all facts, all alternatives were 

examined and evaluated. He presented a plan to the farmers, where after harvesting paddy, vegetables 

could be grown. 

In context of the above case, identify and explain the four features of one of the functions of 

management.                                                                                                                                4 

Q 15. Name and explain the sales promotion technique used in the following: 

a) Hyundai Motors Ltd sell its car at a special price less than the original price for a limited period 

b) A customer gets Rs. 2  off  on return of an empty wrapper of Lays Chips while making a new 

purchase of the same product 

c) 100 Grams of Maggie Sauce free with 400 Grams of Maggie Atta Noodles 

d)Scratch a card and instantly win a gold coin with the purchase of a cold drink                         4 

Q 16. Konark Ltd is an electronic goods manufacturing enterprise situated in Shivpuri, Madhya Pradesh. 

It is earning a very low revenue in comparison to a competing electronic goods manufacturing 

enterprise,  Nova Ltd.  situated in Mumbai. Both Konark’s and Nova’s operations are affected directly by 

the investors, customers, competitors and suppliers, which are unique to their respective locations. In 

addition to this, individual firms of this field are affected indirectly by the factors like the money supply in 

the economy, composition of the families, the technological changes etc. 

In context of the above case: 

a)Identify and state the feature of the concept discussed in the above paragraph.                      1 
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b)Explain any three points of importance of the above concept.                                                  3 

Q 17.a) If an organization does not provide the right place for physical and human resources in an  

organization, then identify and explain which principle of management is violated here.       2 

      b)Ravi, a manager expects his subordinates to adopt to the new environment and working  

conditions without giving them time to settle down. Identify and explain which principle of 

management is violated here.                                                                                           2 

Q 18. Gama Pharmaceutical Co. Ltd.   was a pioneer in developing medicine for Leukemia, a type of 

cancer. After successful trials, the company launched the product in the market. The total cost of 

producing the medicine was Rs. 110  per tablet. But in absence of competition, the company decided to 

charge price of Rs. 900 per tablet,  to earn high profits and cover the cost of research and development 

at the earliest. The patients were willing to pay any price for this life saving drug. However, patients 

belonging to weaker sections of society found it difficult to buy the medicine. On receiving several 

complaints, the Government declared the drug as essential commodity and fixed its MRP as Rs. 140   

per tablet. 

In context of the above case: 

Identify and explain any four factors in the above paragraph that affects the fixation of price of 

 product.                                                                                                                                         4 

Q 19. Even as the large e-tailers like Flipkart, Snapdeal and Amazon compete for larger market 

share of fashion industry with specialist sites like Myntra and Jabong, a new breed of fashion 

 e-tailers are gaining the attention of shoppers. Multi-brand fashion portals like Fashionara and Limeroad 

have carved out a space for themselves in Rs 20,000  Crores  fashion industry. 

In fashion industry where environment changes are taking place too frequently and it is very  

difficult to predict future happenings, few of these e-tailers face the threat of closure due to cut-throat 

competition and changing fashion trends. These e-tailers have also developed mobile 

apps to receive online orders. Snapdeal and Amazon have started with the scheme of taking old 

garments from their customers while delivering their orders and donating it to under-privileged 

children. 

In context of the above case: 

a)Identify and explain one dimension of business environment in the above paragraph.             1 

b)Explain any two managerial responses to changes taking place in the business 

   environment.                                                                                                                              2 

c) State any one value followed by the companies in the above paragraph.                                1  
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Q 20. Eveready started its  operations in 1905  by selling batteries and was incorporated in 1934  under 

the name National Carbon Company. It changed its name to Eveready Industries Limited in  1995  and is 

currently headed by  Mr.  B.  M.  Khaitan, the Chairman. The company operates under four main 

business segments ; Batteries, Flashlights, Lighting and Electrical Equipments and Tea. 

In context of the above case: 

a)Identify and explain with the help of a  diagram a suitable organizational structure for the  

above organization.                                                                                                                     3  

b)Explain any two advantages of this organizational structure.                                                  2 

Q 21. Seema Sharma started a telecommunications company,  ‘Realme Limited’   to  

manufacture economical mobile phones for the Indian rural market with 15 employees. As  

the product was of good quality and reasonably priced, its demand gradually picked up. To increase 

production, the company decided to recruit additional employees. Seema Sharma 

who was earlier taking all the decisions for the company had to selectively disperse the authority 

throughout all the levels of the organization. Decision making authority was shared with lower levels and 

consequently placed nearest to the points of action. 

She believed that subordinates are competent and  capable of assuming responsibility for effective 

implementation of their decisions. This helped the company to not only increase its production but also 

expand its product range. 

In context of the above case: 

a)Identify and explain the concept used by Seema Sharma through which she was able to achieve greater 

success for the company.                                                                                   2 

b) Explain any three points of importance of the concept identified in part  a).                            3 

Q 22. Dfferentiate between Formal and Informal organization on the basis of : 

a)Origin    b) Authority    c) Behaviour of members   d) Flow of communication   

e) Leadership                                                                                                                               5 

Q 23. ‘Coordination  is regarded as an essence of management rather than a separate function of 

management.’ Do you agree with this statement? Give reasons.                                            6 

Q 24.Indian Youth Organisation (IYO) organized a visit of its members to an Old Age Home  

to inculcate the habit of social work among them. The visit revealed that the living conditions of the 

inmates of the Old Age Home were not hygienic. So the IYO  members decided to clean the premises. 

During the cleanliness drive, they realized that the Old Age Home also required pest control. But some 

of the inmates of  Old Age Home were reluctant for it because they believed that the pest control may 
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create health problems for them. IYO  therefore decided to provide ethical, safe and odourless pest 

control using natural herbs.  

They showed to inmates of the Old Age Home a pamphlet of the proposed pest control product which 

promised easy, inexpensive and long lasting pest control. The inmates happily agreed and the pest 

control was carried out. It worked for a fortnight but to their dismay, its effect started wearing off . IYO 

contacted the pest control company which kept on postponing their visit. After waiting for a month, 

IYO  filed a case in the consumer court. The consumer court was satisfied about the genuineness of the 

complaint and issued necessary directions to the pest control company. 

In context of the above case: 

a)State any ten directions that might have been issued by the court to the pest control company to 

provide relief to the inmates.                                                                                                5 

b)State any one value that is being communicated by the IYO  to the society.                       1 

Q 25. ‘The contributions of F W Taylor and Henry Fayol are complementary to each other.’ 

 Elaborate.                                                                                                                                6 

 

 

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


